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CubeSats 
Days 4 and 5: How to Build Our CubeSat 

Grade Level Grade 5 

Lesson Length Two 50-minute sessions 

Lesson Overview 

Over the next two class sessions, students work in pairs to build a model CubeSat out of 
cardboard, tin foil, tape, wooden ice pop sticks, and straws. At the start, students are provided 
with the following constraints and testing procedures. 

Constraints: 

• The cube needs to be exactly 10cm3.
• It needs to open so objects can go inside.

Testing Procedures: 

• When completed, the CubeSat will be measured on a scale.
• Each CubeSat’s strength will be tested by dropping it from a height of 6 feet.
• If the CubeSat reaches a failing point (the CubeSat cannot retain its shape), students will

revise their work based on their testing data as well as feedback provided by other
students.

• A new model will be crafted with adjustments moving toward a better CubeSat model
solution.

• New models will be used in a second test.

Connecting to the Next Generation Science Standards 

In this lesson, students make progress toward developing understanding across the following 
three dimensions: 

• Science and Engineering Practices: Planning and Carrying Out Investigations,
Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions

• Disciplinary Core Ideas: ETS1.B Developing Possible Solutions, ETS1.C Optimizing the
Design Solution

• Crosscutting Concepts: Cause and Effect

In the following table, the specific components addressed in this lesson are underlined and 
italicized. The specific connections to classroom activity are stated. 
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Performance Expectations 

This lesson contributes toward building understanding of the following engineering performance 
expectations: 

3-5-ETS1-2. Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how well each is 
likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem. 
3-5-ETS1-3. Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points are 
considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved. 

Specific Connections to Classroom Activity 
In this lesson, students design and test their CubeSats. During the testing, students compare multiple possible 
solutions and measure how well each meets the criteria and constraints of the problem. Students carry out fair 
tests and consider failure points. 

Dimension NGSS Element Connections to Classroom Activity 

Science and 
Engineering 

Practices 

Planning and Carrying Out Investigations 
• Plan and conduct an investigation 

collaboratively to produce data to serve as 
the basis for evidence, using fair tests in 
which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials is considered. 

Constructing Explanations and Designing 
Solutions 
• Generate and compare multiple solutions 

to a problem based on how well they meet 
the criteria and constraints of the design 
problem. 

Students conduct a series of fair tests to 
identify failure points for the CubeSats. 
Students compare the successful 
characteristics of each CubeSat and revise 
their designs based on results from testing. 

Disciplinary 
Core Ideas 

ETS1.B: Developing Possible Solutions 
• Research on a problem should be carried

out before beginning to design a solution.
Testing a solution involves investigating 
how well it performs under a range of 
likely conditions. 

• At whatever stage, communicating with 
peers about proposed solutions is an 
important part of the design process, and 
shared ideas can lead to improved 
designs. 

• Tests are often designed to identify failure 
points or difficulties, which suggest the 
elements of a design that need to be 
improved. 

ETS1.C: Optimizing the Design Solution 
• Different solutions need to be tested in 

order to determine which of them best 
solves the problem, given the criteria and 
the constraints. 

Students test their CubeSats using a series of 
tests designed to identify failure points under 
a range of different conditions. Students 
consider the best features of each design 
solution before revising their design solution. 
Students share their ideas for designs and 
revisions with their classmates. 

Students design CubeSats and then test them 
as a class. Using the best features of 
CubeSats from the class, students redesign 
their CubeSat to test again. 

Crosscutting 
Concepts 

Cause and Effect 
• Cause-and-effect relationships are 

routinely identified, tested, and used to 
explain change. 

Students consider the idea that certain 
CubeSat designs effect particular outcomes. 
Students revise designs to achieve different 
outcomes. 

http://www.nextgenscience.org/3-5ets-engineering-design
http://www.nextgenscience.org/3-5ets-engineering-design
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Basic Teacher Preparation 

This is a very active lesson for students with lots of time built in for student construction of the 
CubeSat models. Collect the necessary materials, in their respective quantities, ahead of time. 

Required Preparation Links/Additional Information 

 Gather or purchase all required materials
for the lesson

Refer to the Materials List below 

 Review suggested teacher preparation
resources

Refer to the Suggested Teacher Resources at 
the end of Day 5 

Materials List 

Item Description/Additional 
Information 

Quantity Where to 
Locate/Buy 

Cardboard 1 sq. foot per 
team 

Can be salvaged from 
boxes 

Rulers 1 per team Available in most 
schools 

Aluminum foil 1 or 2 rolls per 
class 

From dollar store or 
grocery store 

Wooden ice pop 
sticks 

1 package of 
various colors 

Wooden sticks [Web 
Link] 

Straws 1 per student Straws [Web Link] 

Large salad 
spinner 

1 per class Salad spinner [Web 
Link] 

Representation of 
a computer board 

Download and print a computer 
board image onto cardstock or 
paper 

1 per team Available through web 
image searches for 
computer boards 
[Web Link] 

AA battery 1 per team Hardware store 

Wire Can be an actual piece of wire or 
a piece of yarn 

1 per team Bring from home 

http://www.amazon.com/Cornell-1021254-Woodsies-Sticks-1000-Piece/dp/B0033F7YQW/ref=sr_1_1?s=arts-crafts&ie=UTF8&qid=1426708398&sr=1-1&keywords=popsicle+sticks
http://www.amazon.com/Cornell-1021254-Woodsies-Sticks-1000-Piece/dp/B0033F7YQW/ref=sr_1_1?s=arts-crafts&ie=UTF8&qid=1426708398&sr=1-1&keywords=popsicle+sticks
http://www.amazon.com/Perfect-Stix-Concession-Straight-Cut-Unwrapped/dp/B009EE7NL2/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1426708760&sr=8-1&keywords=unwrapped+drinking+straws
http://www.walmart.com/ip/Leifheit-Large-Twist-Pump-Salad-Spinner-White/38423135?sourceid=csebr0197d26f6f52564f3584fd1d3658d410f7&wmlspartner=bizratecom&affcmpid=2298891020&tmode=0000&bcfg=196800b463555cb0cedaeabb0c5b6801&veh=cse&szredirectid=14335197294168638115010060301008005&affjs=1&affwt=popupBlank
http://www.walmart.com/ip/Leifheit-Large-Twist-Pump-Salad-Spinner-White/38423135?sourceid=csebr0197d26f6f52564f3584fd1d3658d410f7&wmlspartner=bizratecom&affcmpid=2298891020&tmode=0000&bcfg=196800b463555cb0cedaeabb0c5b6801&veh=cse&szredirectid=14335197294168638115010060301008005&affjs=1&affwt=popupBlank
http://www.google.ne/patents/US20070174699
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Day 4: How to Build Our CubeSat 

Introduction (10 minutes) 

Using the following information, reiterate the engineering task and the purpose behind this 
module’s design problem.  

Very small satellites, called CubeSats, are sent into space. They are 10-cm cubes and carry a 
variety of payloads. CubeSats have been used for countless applications. For example, they have 
been used to help identify and track sea vessels, they can hold sensors that help with weather 
prediction, and they can hold biology experiments sent into space. CubeSats are easier to build 
than other satellites because they are small. Today, you will begin making a model of a CubeSat 
given some specific criteria. 

The criteria are as follows: 

• Your model must be a 10-cm cube.
• It must be able to withstand a 6-foot

drop and still maintain its shape.
• It needs to be able to open so

something can go inside.
• It should be covered with foil.
• Inside the cube, you must include

and securely attach a “computer
board” and “battery” (provided by
the teacher). These can be secured
by duct tape or linked by a “wire” so
they remain attached.

Ask students if they would like to add to the list of criteria or constraints, based on the 
conversation in the previous class session. 

Design Work: Designing CubeSats (30 minutes) 

Student teams have 30 minutes to work in teams of two to create their CubeSat mockup. Make all 
materials available to the class. Move around the room to check on students during the building 
process.

When students are satisfied with their initial model, have students write an entry in their science 
notebooks. The students should include a scientific drawing of their cube (complete with labels) 
and answers to the following questions: 

1. How did you confirm that your model is exactly a 10-cm cube? 
2. How are you calculating your measurements to account for all the materials you are 

using to construct your model? 
3. Why do you think we need to include a battery and a computer board? 
4. How are you are securing the computer board and battery inside the CubeSat? 

NGSS Key Moment 

In addition to the criteria and constraints 
identified by students at the end of Day 1, 
provide the additional list of criteria and 
constrains shown on this page. Students 
should work to address both sets of 
criteria and constraints, helping them 
make progress on ETS1.B. 
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Lesson Close (10 minutes) 

Ask student teams to identify and discuss any changes they might want to make to their models 
during the next class. If time allows, ask students to share what was easy, hard, or unexpected 
about their construction work. 
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Day 5: How to Build Our CubeSat 

Introduction (10 minutes) 

Students retrieve their models and any necessary construction materials so they can make any 
last-minute additions or changes before testing begins. 

Design Work: Testing CubeSats (10 minutes) 

Gather students at a focal point in the room. Tell students that engineers test CubeSats by using a 
shaker table that vibrates at an incredibly high rate in order to simulate a rocket launch. As an 
optional extension, show students the videos of the Shaker Table Tests included in the 
Suggested Teacher Resources. Because we do not have access to a rocket simulator, we are 
going to test our CubeSats a different way. 

One at a time, have the engineering pairs test 
their CubeSat models for failure. Below are 
some ways students can test the strength and 
integrity of the class CubeSats. Relate each 
test to the function of the CubeSat. For 
example, spinning the CubeSat could 
represent the vibrations during a launch 
sequence. Choose one or more of the tests: 

• Drop each CubeSat from a height of 6
feet, and see if it changes its shape or
if the battery and computer board
come loose. Consider dropping from
greater heights to determine how
much higher it can fall before failure
occurs.

• Measure each CubeSat after dropping
it to determine if it is an exact 10-cm
cube.

• Place textbooks one by one on top of
each CubeSat to determine if it can
bear weight. If you want to test to failure, have students use a scale or a triple beam
balance to determine the mass of the books. Make sure to exclude the last book that
caused the box to lose its structural integrity.

• Spin the CubeSat in a large salad spinner, and observe what happens.

During testing, students should record data from their tests and from the tests of their classmates. 
Students should attempt to incorporate the successful characteristics of their classmates’ designs 
into their CubeSat revision. 

At the end of testing, students should discuss and comment on construction ideas that seemed 
successful as well as any new design options to consider. 

NGSS Key Moment 

Testing different solutions using controlled 
tests helps students make progress on 
ETS1.B, ETS1.C and Cause and Effect. 

Helpful Tip

Consider making an 11 x 11 cm mold that 
each CubeSat must fit in at different 
orientations—like those used to measure 
carry-on luggage at airports. This can be 
called the “launcher,” which will only hold 
items that are 10cm3. 
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Design Work: Modifying CubeSats (15 minutes) 

Students return to building and modifying 
their CubeSats to strengthen and optimize 
their design so their cubes can withstand the 
same tests. Optimization is the process of 
redesigning to improve efficiency. 

Lesson Close (15 minutes) 

When students are satisfied with their optimized model, have them write an entry in their science 
notebooks. In their reflection, students should include the following: 

• A scientific drawing of their cube (complete with labels).
• An explanation of the process of making the model, testing to failure, and revising their

model. They should also explain what changes were made in the revision process.
• Any connections to everyday life and/or specific science knowledge that they used in their

designs. A sample prompt could be, When your design failed and you had to redesign 
your model, what science ideas or personal experiences did your team use to 
improve the design? 

If more time is necessary to complete the entries, include this as part of the homework 
assignment. 

Assessment 

Use student reflections in their science notebooks as well as drawings and designs to monitor 
progress on ETS1.B and ETS1.C. Provide appropriate supports as necessary. Reference 
Appendix B for suggestions for meeting the needs of all learners. 

Community Connections 

Many communities have software or technology companies that may be doing related satellite 
work. Invite personnel from these companies to share virtually, or via a classroom visit, how they 
test their failure points in their products. 

NGSS Key Moment 

The opportunity to optimize designs is 
essential to building understanding of 
ETS1.B and ETS1.C. 
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Suggested Teacher Resources 

Meeting the Needs of All Learners 
CubeSats Teacher Handbook, 
Appendix B 

Computer Board Image [Web Link] 

Shaker Table Test: Earthquake Protector: Shaker Table 
Crash Testing [YouTube Link] 

Shaker Table Test: Thybar Carrier Shaker Table Testing [YouTube Link] 

Shaker Table Test: Stanford Engineers Build an 
Earthquake-Resistant House Tested on Flat Seismic 
Isolators 

[YouTube Link] 

http://www.google.ne/patents/US20070174699
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzVvd4Dk6sw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULXjKYbqiC0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z30rcg3buuw

